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· The present s.tudy· investigated the devel·pprnelit of . 
~ t ' ~ I • 
v~rb_al and visual . pro~~sses i~ sho~t~term s~quential m~mory . 
. 
for pictorial mate~ial. · Different _groups . of ~s from Grades 
·. 
·.· I, Iii, and V we~~ giv~n eight trials on -a · s~r~al_r~cognition 
. -
0 • • 
task with Acoustically Oissirnilar (AD), Acoustically ·similar ··-
Q 
_..{AS), or Abstract {A~, pictures, . The AD pictures had 
. . 
0 • • • 0 0 • • • • 
distinctive-sounding narnes, , the AS pictures 'had ' acoustically 
. . . . 
.. 
similar- names and the A pictures w~re abstract reconstructions ,· 
. . 
_of t~e· co~p9nents -of items from the first two lists. Each 
.s was presen~ed . wi~h five .iterns from one of the three l~sts, 
one 'by one. · Afte~ p~e~e~tation Shad -to point to the pictures · 
he .had Seen 1 'in th~ Order in Which they had b,een prese_nted 1 ·~ 
. . . 
. . on a pane l bcarin9 the' complete set. --
# # • • • 
Perfor~ance was highest for list AD, ofollowed by 
.... 
list AS and A ~espectively,.and impr~yed with increasing age 
. . 
on ·all lists. The difference between list~ - Ari and AS within 
,. 
• I 
each grade was st~tisticall¥. reliable. only for Grade II!. 
'List A wafi signi'fi.cantly dif~~rent ~rom list AD ,w.i,thln each . 
- • .. I 
g~ade ~evel but ~as -not dirferent .~rom list AS - ~n any grade. 
. i -
. ·. A suppl~rnentar.y ~alysis of performance _.dn lis,t ~ alone, · 
which J.nclude~ · ~nly those .Ss .'who reporte~ using no ... l~belling 
. . .. 
st~ategies for these items; revealed that the Grade V· ss were 
.-
not diff~rent ~rpm Grades I and 'III. These results, ·alorig · 
. . I - • 
with the. results of serial position analyses, were inte'i-.preted 
... .. . .. . 
;a·~ ~rovid.ing further support fo~. the influe~ce of bo'th 'verb~l 
. . , 
. ·-and ·visual; pro.cesses in pic~ure memory. , 
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and list conditions 
' 
.. 
Figure 2 ·· Mean. percentag~ co!'t'ect in ordex;--;- free 
I 
. ... . .. function of grade recognl. t1.on as "'a 
' . 
anc;1 · list conditions . 
• I, 
• -Figure 3 . Number of 
. . 
Ss responding corr~ctly at 
-
' . . 
each serial positio'n ' on Trial 1 as a 
.. 
,_ 
· function ·of_ grade and list co~di tions) .. · . 
. 
.. 
' . \ 
• 
' ~~gure ~ Mean. percentage ·correct at each serial 
. . \ 
positi 'oJl on all trials as a !unction 
' 
of g1;ade and l is-t conditions 
·-
5 ·. ' 
. 




~ositfon as a function of gr~de l~vel 
.. 
· M-e~n ·p-ercentage 
· ) 
Figure 6 correct at each serial )e~s~tio~ as a ~unction of list conditions 
~ .. 
-' . 
. .. . 
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\ This st~dy inv€H~ti9ated short-~erm ~ecogn.itiop memory for. th'ree types' of pictor-ia~ in'~terial in children ~f ~hree . . . . ' ,. . . . " 
·, . 




'different . age groups, the aim :of the' .st~dy being ·to . examin~ 
• I • " 
developl'llental as~~cts of~. the ef·fects o:f· visual and verbal 
A general re~iew of the current : · 
" ' 




(naming) memory processes. 
. , ~ . 
' . 
literature .on . visual memory will set the persp~ct·iv:e for ·.t~e 
subsequ~nt · di·s~ussd.on of pic~orial m7mory in particular. · It 
.. .. . . . 
• 0 
. . 
will be·. shown 'tha,t research dealing with process~ng ~of visual 
• • 0' 
~a'terial has ·led to· two types of theoretica.l formulations for 
,, ' 
descr~bing the~ay in whic~ yisua~ infprm~tion is retained in 
. .. \ . 
sh~rt-term ' nu:;:rnory (STM) .-. One type· of . t~eory emehasizes verb~l .. 
or · ·audito~Y. speech-motor encoding of information (~ .. g. Sperling, 
•· . 
. . 
196,3; 1967) while~ t?e·o.ther 'suggests' that t?oth verbal and . 
. . ·, ~. . . . 
·.visual · encqdi~<;t processes qre involved in the r~tention ~£ 
<> 
... • t ... ., . • .. • 
... ; vis~~l i.n~orrn~~ion (~os~er ' . . ·1967) •. ·~.search . on th~ z:etent~~n 
. · of meaningful· pictures is · ~ore readily inter~retable i~ t~rms 
of·the second . approach. · 
"" ' .- .. ·, 
,, ~ studies' which deal· with child~~n's retention of 
• p 
pictorial material indicate the use of the y·i~~al co.~: oril_y) 
·~ p • ' • 
until speech h~s develope(!, after which . the av~'i·lable v~rbal 
. ~ 
code becomes' predpminant (conrad, 1971 ;. ·Flavel.l, ·197'0). Since · 
strong evidence for tbe existence of a -visual·code is ~vail-
• • 0 
\' .: 
. I . . - .. • 
able' . .from· a n'urnber of studies with adu'!ts, .the conclusion from 
• ~ • • • • ~ 0 
~h~~e de~eloprnenta~ studies seems incomplete. However, iittle . 
. . . ~ 
attention has . been directed toward examination of tl:-le visual~.' 
I • 
·. •
1 code in child~e·n aftet the verbal code has devE:doped. Thus, 
. . the purpqse of th~ pre~~ thesi~· i~ to: inves.tigat~, 
. • ' 
,, 
~ . . . 
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! - ; ( 
developmentally,· the function of · tioth visual and verbal () 
proces~es in memory for pictorial material. . ' ~ . 
.. 
. I ' - . . . , . 
Verba~ and Visual· Short-Term Memory Codes 
· Sperling {1963 ~ l.96J) po.stulates that stimulus l!la~erial',. 
. ' 
.ev:en ·when visually presen~eq.,_ ~s encode~· in an ~uditory sp~ec~-
~ . 
:. ~~tor ~o~:ve~bal form ~~d is then .ret~ ired i .n an auditory store 
thr.oug~ cont.inued rehearsa:_l, Support .for th.is theor'y co~es 
. . \ ·'. 
from ·studies on ·confusion erro~s in STM and interferenpe 
. effects .~i th ad~US;tically . simil~r material. For 'example 1 
Conrad (1964) and Wickel.gre~ (1.965) ~ound th~error.s in ·re~all'· 
. . . 
h. r.• ' ' 
· of. visually presented . letters were highly correlated with 
. ~-· . . • 
:l ·istening -errors to the sam~ l etters . under masked . ·conditions. 
• • • 0 • • ~ • • • ~ 
• • • 0 
Similarly•, decreased retentio~ oyer' sho:z::t time intei;"valrs has 
.• 
. . 
be~n reported for lists ·~£ l et.ters (Conrad & Hull., _. 1964) and ... 
· · · :words (Baddeley, · ·l966) constructed. from acoustic~lly similar 
Q • • ' • • • J . • ' . 
., . 
. . ,.. 
~- . . 
i teins ·. 
•. While S~erling Is ·model . is capable of accounting for \ .. ' 
, . . -1 • ._.. I ; .. . . · · ·· · exper~rnental r 'esul ts ·. of. the type just cited, other writers have · , 
. . · I . 
' . 
noted· that the 'model is i:t:lc'omplete as a description. of visupl 
., . · .· I . . • . \ . . 
informa:tion · pr~cessing. Posner '•(.1967) , w,i thout .refuting 
. . . I .· . . , 
. Sperli~g·'s · mo'd~{' has point~.d out th.it both ~ei:bal• aild visual· 
codes may be used to retain i~for.m~tion in STM. Thus ~erbal 
" ' . e~co~ing .is not - a neces~ar~ condi~jon for sto~age of visuai 
material: in addition, certain information may be stored as 
. \ '.. . . 
images:. .In this ·case, 'ian imag~ is a re.latively direct . . 
.. '1 • ' ' - • • ~ • • • • 
· repr~~e~t.atio~ . b f th~ stimulus .vHi.ich mig~~ ~nclude seri~l · 
.. . 
. -~· - '. 
, I 




. . , ~.,... .. :· 
detailed information which would not appear position and otr 







! ... t .. 
· .. ... 
' : 








. - \) . . .r 3 . . . 
in a v~;rhal descrip~iori ·of the stimulus (Posner, 1967 , .. p. so) • " 
. . '\ 
Evidence in supp~rt. of this approach comes from studies of 
. . . 
visu~l sea~ch tasks with letters (e ~g. Cha~e & Posn~r 1 19.65 · ~ , . ' .. . ~ , 
cited in Posner, l9 67}, ~eaction·c.J tiine.· differences associat;ea · 
with comp'arisons of lette~~ !w;~~i~he same naine or identical 
. . ~:~r -~haracteristics · (Po~ner, ~oies, 'i~1i~he'lman, & Taylor, 1969} 
• • t ? • I # . ' 
and ~et~ntion of · sp~tial_ 7 informa·t~on for presentJd_ · l~tters 
(d.en - .H~ye·~ & • .Bar~ett, ~97~,~~ylor:' & . Taub, 1972))' ~he -res~lts ·. 
repOrted by den Heyel: aD:d ·Barrett : ( 19 72) ~erve aJ • one <i~mOn- · · 
stration of the ex.:i.s tence of both vis·ual ·and verJal ' modes of 
' .. 
. \ . 
represen.tatj,..on in STM. They presented th~ subjecjts (§_s) with 
' •. a '~ x • 4 ·i tern matrix. contai.ning randomly. posi. tioner letters . an• . 
required that they .simultaneously retain -both 'thei position .and 
. . . : .. . . 
. identity of ~he items • over a 10 sec. r~te~tion i~fervcrl .  Th~s 
three different· ttpes of interval was filled with ·one -of 
. interpoiat~d activity; .a verbal task' •involving ad i tion of 
digits 1 a visual task invoJ,ving discrimination be 
patterns 1 and a np-activi ty co~trol. . The · results that 
• ' I • ' • ' 
. the 'type of' interpolated task was s~lective _in af~ecting the 
type of inf~rmatio'n 1oss I with vis.ual interpola:tion in-ter-
fering With retention of position information and ~he verbal 
'. . . 
· . ... 
task interfering with retention of· item i .nformation. The 
·presence. of tw~ sepa;;a,te codes, one' 'for visual retention ·and 
the other for verbal, is thU:s clearly implie'd. 
· .. 
. 
'fhese studies suggest, then, that ·even though acoustic · 
" . , 
or verbal encoding has· 'been shoWn _to exist for *~· variety of 
sti~ul~s~aterial, t:his. ·do~s· ~ot seem to be a ~edessary 
,. ' . 
· ~ . 
• • ..,..:U. 
c , 





. . . 
. 
.... . 
. · .. 
.. 
... 4 ... ~ I 
.. 
~onditi~n f~r .the ~etenti<?n ... of v~sual ·.information.; Visuai 
. : enco~ing n:~y apparen~1y func.~ion togethe~·· wit~- or independe~t· 
. . . 
.. 
of · verbal encoding in .. storage and. retention ~£ material i 1n 
STM~. What is the ~~levance· .~f..,these two types of approache·s 
. . 
for . ~he study" of picture memory?.· The evidence , so far from a 
number. or' experiments ·favours the s econd approach, wnereby 1 
.· ·. pictures ·.can be either~tored in a nonve_r~at' Visual ~or~ I or 
. encod.ed ~~·rbally by me~ns ~f .·the~r impl·icit ,labels, or both. 
• I • •.. ' ~ 
.. 
These studies will now be·!examined in more detail. 
. .. 
. Bahrick and Boucher (1968), using drawings of common · 
object.s, obtained retention measures for the names .of the 
·· objects '.by a verbal recall test,· which was··followed by · a visual · 
. . ;, ' . . . . .; . . . . . . . . 
recogniti'on test ,either inunediately or: .two weeks after present-
"' . ' 
ation. No correlation J:?etween the recall of obje'ct names . and· 
accuracy · of visual recognition. was found; that is, failing to 
. 
· recall th'e objects name ·did ·not affec:;:t recognition of its ·6 
I 
' drawing. · .The authors conciuded that· the · vlsua·l and v.erba~ 
. 
components of these stimuli ""are retained · independently. 
' .. ' I 
Additional evidence suggested that ,the verbal : component appears 
. . . . 
to pilay a . greate~ .role in imrn~diate than in delayed ~ecall· . 
; ·. . ;. . . 
. . . 
~ . Furt;her_ sup~ort 'for t~e ope·r~tion of the visual code 
' • I 
in memory for complex pictures comes from an experiment· by 
Shaffer and Shiffrin. { 1972) : · 'They varied both the st:.imulu~ · : 
r 
. . 
exposure time and the . time between successive: stimuli in. a 
- . .. I . 
picture recognition task. · Mean confidenc~ r~tings . for recog-: ·: 
.. . 
' 
.nizing a .picture as . "old" in·crea!?ed . with exposure times of 
I 
O.Z' to 4.0 sec. but were not affected by interstirnulius 
. I 













. . . 
.. ' . ' 
,. 
' I . 
' ' 
. . 5 
inte rvals of.l.·O ,-':a. 0, ·and 
,..... . . ~ 
· · an increase:- in performance 
· alon~ with the abse~c~ of .recency effects .in the data, led the 
~ , " I • • . .. ... • , • 
author.s to "suggest that there~ is no" analog of ·:verbal rehectrsal 
. . . . . ' () 
in visua.l STM~ Differentiation .of th_e two· processing· system$ 
by this . ·characteris-tic again suggests their functionad. in:-
' dependence • 
. Tversky·· (19~9) used schematic ·faces with well-learned·· · · 
· nol).sen~e names as - stimu-li, thus making both visual and ve,rbal 
. encoding available to tl;le S. A reac1:,ion time task was used, "' . 
. ) such that ·presentat..ion c:>f either a name or a face was followed .. 
by ·. an i t e.m of the opposite type. . The ~s ·had · to re?POI?-d .' ".same 11 
· ..... . 
· if both stimuli were of ·the same name or "di.fferent" otherwi"se • 
. A set to .e~code the first stimulus either -~~s~l.y or verbal.ly · 
was . induced by man~pula~ing ~he · ~s' e,xpe~~o~~ of whe~he~ : __ 
the second· stimulus would be a name or a face. 'Reaotion times -
. . 
· we r e slower for those ·pairs· where. the se'cond present~tion was 
. . . .,. ' ... . ~.. . . 
. . 
in th~ unexpected modality as -compared with expected .occurrences .. 
, . ,· . \ . 
i've~sky conclu~e~ that}inodali ty of encod~ng is under · the control 
• t . • • • !\ 
. of the ~, with ~the oobbrrence oi visual o.r . ve:r;bal en°coding ~ 
. . 
d _ep.ending upon the anticipated use to which the · iflformat.:i,on . 
\ 
is to be put . ·, 
Finally I ·Pa1vio and cs'ap'o (19.69) manipulated -the 
r ava~lability 'of visual and verbal codes by using . thrae types 
, ... . . 
./ ' ""'\ . . . . 
o~ rnaterial-P{ctur~s, con~ete :words'· and ~bstra.ct words . -
presented at two .differen-C'presentation ·rate·s. (The results· 
. . . 
. . ~ 
. involving abstract wor~ . lists a_re of no direct concern to the e 
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present in~estigati~~ -, so" only the .findings" obtained with 
p~tures an~ .concrete w.ords . wi ll .b~ con~ider~d.) · The ~~s~ (. \ 
\ 
t '> I 
~ate, 5. 3 i te~s pe r sec. , was qesigned to reduce verbal . 
~abelllng of the pictures, leaving primarily the visual . code 
' . 
available, whereas at.tne slow rate o~. 2 items. p~r· s~c: · both 
,; 
. . \ . 
codes were presumed to be available. Pictures were superior 
. I • . ' 
to words in nonsequential - tasks (free·recall and·recognition) 
. . . 
- . 
at . the slow rate,. pre's'!lltlably -because of the operation of both 
codes, and not inferior to words· even . at the fast rate • 
6 
However, pictures suffered in sequential tasks.(serial learning :· 
. 
• 
and memory s_~h~t only. a~ t he fast rate, ~here. the verbal, . 
code was unavailabie. This result was confirmed when sequential 
retention wa s tested by a serial ~construction task .(Paivio · 
·. , ... 
... . 
& Csapo·, 1971) . · The fl.n~ings a:x;-e in accord ' with tJ:l.e a_pproach 
that both vi.sual a rid verbal codes a rEi o·rdinarily present· for 
. . . . 
.. retel}tion 1 o~ p~c~ori~l material, b~t are functi<?nally dis-
. '\) . . 
ti"nguis hable in -terms of · t~eit" ·capacity for infonnation • ~ 
> 
. ;· 
processing. Thus the verbal code. is more specia~ized fo:r 
r • :.& sequ~ntiai. processing and .J:he · v~sua,\ code for parallel· proce:?s-
ing of iz;iformati~q in the sp~tial sen~e. ·: 
·. . • • • I • , 
. . 
· Several · conclusions can be drawn from ~he ' above studies. ) . 
First Of_,ll 1 it iS a,J;?pa~ent th'at both Ve:r;_ba,l _and .. ViSUal COde~S . 
are av~lable and 'utilized in V'isual _STM for _the ~torage of 
pic~·or~l material. · , However, t~e ·. fu~~ti~·ns of ·-the tw9 c~~es ·. 
' ( . 
- . appear to be different~ in that the ·visual code' -is mor-e 
• • • • • 0 
• • • • 0 : • 
effective fpr : nonsequen~ial storage qf pictorial inform~tion . 
. - r 
As the Shaffer and· Shiffrin (1972) data indicate~ . visual 
' -
.. 
. ·' .. 
.. - -~ 
.· 







rehearsal. is less prevaient· than _ verbal rehear·sal and thus 
the verbal cod~ would be needed for effective seque~tial 
. • 
7 
" sto~ge :of visual information·. The relevance of these con-
I 
·\ · .. 
.. 
. l 
elusions for the present research will be ' discussed shortly. 
However, our concer'i:1 is not ·so much with the characteristics 
of vis~al versus .verbal processes in ~dults as with d~velop­
me~tal ~rends associated with the t~o types of codes. We turn 
next, therefore, to an examination of studies which deal with 
. . .. -i · .
. the short-term retention of visual information in children . 
. . 
Short-Term Visual Memory in Children 
.. 
Empir~~al- evidence ·gathered· from s~udies with children 
h~s suggested th~ .predominant use of' the visual code ' in 
' . 
. . 
retention . of . nonverb~l material, until the agiof five 
(Conrad, 1972")', after which acquired -speech takes over to 
serve as the· ·dominari't _I\lode of 4€n?oding (Flave~l, 1970; Conrad, 
1971). Consequentp, devEilopmental differe11ces in STM, ·, and 
differences in 6c"a~l· ~erf·q~~an.ce exnibited .a~ any given ·age . 
.J, • 0 .. 
level have geQerally been attribut~d to variation in the 
ava.ilabili ty ari¢1· use· of verbal mediators (Flavell, ·Beach, & 
•• <> 
Chinsky, 19(?6;-. Belmont & Butterfield, f971) . 
• 
I 
The developmental trend 'in retention over short time 
. f ' 
intervals associat.ed with the incr..~s'irig availability of the 
.,../ ... j.•· ~ 
verbal code ·is illustrated 'in th'e research reported by, Corsini 
-(1~69a,bl • . Corsi~i (1969~) ~~s found t6at the retention of 
. . 
'instruc~ions · for the m~nipulation of familia~ objects is 
- . fac~lit,;~ated when .. k~n~erg~rten Ss are -pres~nte.d with both 
~ . . lj • . 





. .., . 
· of objects)", as compared to verbal instr~ctions alone. These 
.. 
' results · suggest that Ss at ~his stage of development a~e not 
able to · ret~in ve~bal-instructio~s·b~cause of the lac~ . ~~-
. . . . 
~ 
internal sy~olic.representation . \ However, ~~~ use of ~on-
' . . 
.r 
verbal cues had little eff~ct upon retention with sec~nd grade' 
• Ss, who d~ not perform ~ifferently with verbal only, non~ 
verba~ (visu~l) only, or verbal and nonverbal mixed instruct{ons 
(Corsini, l969b) .· This age group h·ad . presumably been able to 
' ~ 
"I • A 




. . ~ 
Similarly, ~eri~l order STM studies dealing with 
. . . 
rehearsal s trc;ttegies OD differ~nt age gr_oups confirm· the 
~eveloprnental trend of the verb~l· code as an efficient 
, 
mediation strategy. Even though child~en as young as five 
J : 
. . . 
ye~rs. old. are capable of cove.rtly n·aming obj_ects or pictures 
presented to :them (.Locke &'Fehr, 1970), n'~ing is generally 
-no~ efficient as a mediator when retention of serial order 
.· 
· information is required (Fl.avell, et. al., 1966; Hagen & 
~ngsley, 1968). Instructions to ~abel stimulus items aloud 
does _ facilita~erforrnance wit~~fi~st- and third-g~~de s~ 
. · but are again i neffective. with •Ss in ·fifth grade (Hagen & 
. ~ 
Kingsley, ~968). Presumably, first and thicd grade Ss ~ave 
~ ' - . . . 
the capacity to use .v.erbalization as an aid to retent~on, and 
'{erbalization instruptions ·: se·rve -to increase. ·the use of such 
. . . . . . 
strategies: With older children, however, spontaneous verbal-
. . 
ization .. is much more prevalent' ~nd i~ ther~fore 
to ~e in£1Jenc.ed by . instru~tions ( c ~f ., Corsini, 
••, • <\ ..... ~. 
" 


















Kingsley and Hagen {1969) demonstrated that induced 
. . \ . : - . . ' '\ ' . . . ~ 
·. rehearsal· ·(i.e·. verbalization of pictur~ names . with pictures· 
t • • • • 0 
no longe~ present}. can faci l itate retention even with IfUrsery 
. ~ ~ . 
school children. In this experimen.t f~ur groups of· nursery . 
, ·school children .were presented wit_h ~timuti . consi·~ting ·of, 
hard-to;..label shapes . The Ss were shown s·i~: o.f these items 
bne ' by ·one, with the items being .placed face down in a row · 
. .. \ 
g ·. 
after presentation . . Then a · cue card,··. identical . to. one of the· 
:· . . . . . . ·,..,· 
. . 
presentation cards, was · p~esented; the Ss being required to 
.· ~ t · _ . ,.. - ' . ' 
.find ~he 's~imulus item 'which matc~ed the cue card .by turning 
.. ·j . . . . 
up as few of the pxese~tation cards as possible . ' Three of· 
f ... 0 • 
.. 
. the ·groups ' learned a . meaningful ·orie·-syllable name for eac.h 
:. . . \ .. . . . - . 
sha~, whirl~.~ th.e fourth gro~E_>. received no label p~etraining • .. 
. . . 'I : ,1. • .• ,.1 • •• I •• t • • <!' .. ' 
O.f 'the · three ·tabel conditions, · one . group overtly label·l~d and 
rehe~r.sed th·~ i terns during learning, one group m~r~ly overtly 
. . 
labelled the items, .a~d the last group was instructed to say 
' . . .. 
,. . 
th'e labels ·covertly. · The group. with induced rehears.al' was 
• 
significantly' superi~r to ther'oother two gr6ups, especially ·on 
~,· . . 
early seria~ po~iti~.ns. However, the overt . ' ·· i terns oc:::cupying 
. . . 
lab~lling gr.oup performed ·aS well as the induced·· rehe~rsal group 
.at t·h~ most recent ,serial pos~tion~ • . - The po~e-r-t labelli~g and 
. . 
. the. e=qntrol.. groups did not diff~r ,in overall pe:r;formance . . The 
re~~l ts .i.ndicat~ that co~ert l~bel{i:n~ does · not facili tat~ 
perf~r~~nce ~i th . ~hes~ ~5,.. and o,vert labelling affects ;only 
retention pf · recent~ iterns. I~duced rehearsal, however, ~ac~ 
il~tates overall performance by' enhancing i~.call ,of it~ms at 
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. \ ... 
I 
is interpreted as· due to a lack 'of sportaneo~s rehe~rsal at 
. . ~ 
'' . this age, . even though; the labels are available. This outcome 
, ' 




In · 9eneral ' · then, all of the above . studies, using 
pictures as stimulus material, sugge~t that with children 
beyond n·ursery school age, utilization of the verbal code is 
.. 
an effective ." str.ategy to employ when namable ·items a~e to. bEf . · 
. ~ 
held, in memory f~r brief_ periods of time, an·d that this cmde 
. . 
develops.wit~ age. Conrad · (1971) examined directly the re~ation 
• I . 
of · cov·ert speech devei~I?ment and the ~~e o.£ the verbal code 
·. t'or ret~ntion of visual information in children of .five age 
. . . ,, . 
~ 
levels - three to five, six, seve.n, e~ght, 'and eleven 'years; 
Two t;yp'es of pictorial material were used, pictutes which had 
. . 
. · '.l ike-·sounding names (MAT, BAT 1 CAT, · HAT, ~ TAP 1 MAN, RAT, BAG) 
. .  
and pictures which had dissimilar-so~nding names (~IRL, SPOON, 
CLOCK, HAND, HORSE, FISH, BUS, TRAIN). . . Us1ng two identical 
packs· o.f picture card~ t~~ s"s w~re presented wi tn a ·sele.cted 
subset of the original .. ei'ght cards, the siz_e of the subset 
'\ '~ 
being d~te·rmined separate~y f 'or each age ' group. These .cards 
_ were named by the experimenter (E) and turned faot down one by 
- . . 
. .. ' 
one. Then the full set was exposed,~ the S's task being to 
. ~ . -
· match the cards that were face down to those in th~ full· set 
\ 
' · without viewing the . face-d?wn test cards. Two types_ of 
c6Jnparisons were made:· (a) pe.rformanc~ on· the two sets of 
materials, and , (b) ~ d~fferenceso among the five age groups. To 
"'· • 0 
' ' • I 
' 










~implify i~retat~~n~ of the results, the level of task 
' difficulty for the :acoustically similar ('homophone") s.et was . 
I ' 1 
. I . • 
. . 
held constant at .50%J c'ourect recall.-in all . groups. . The on_:l.y 
. . 
measure used in analyzing the· data .was .the perc~n:tage of 
') . .. ~-
correct matches f~r the "nonhomoph~ne ,'! · set. The . results 
~ ~ l ' ~ 
showed no difference between the two ~ets ~£ stimuli for the 
·. 
. . 
Ss below five years of age. Howeyer, at 5-6 years superior··) 







. which increase;d· with increasing age. These results are inter- · · 
. . . 
.Preted as indicating that' 'it is not until five years of age 
... 
that children .begin using the verbal code to retain picture 
information,. since after the ·age of five pictures with like~. 
. . . 
· sounding names become more dif~icult t~~remernb~r (are con:fused 
· more) as . compared to those ·with distinctive . names. The fact . 
< 
. ·. tha.t 'no difference occurred for §.s under five year.s 'o~ age . 
suggests a greater importance o·f the visual code at these age 
levels. I . 
From these studies we can conclude that the verb~l 
· .. 
· · code ·is a very important strategy for storing·pictorial 
.· 
material. However, none of the ·studies mentioned .above has 
been directly c~ncerned , w~th the process 9f visual encoding, 
eve~ · though the materials · used would 'be ve~y likely to ~r~use 
visual traces. The almost exclusive interest· in· the. develop~ 
. - . 
ment.al . aspects of ~erbalization by most investigators gives 
• , • 0 
.the impression that verba'! mediators come to replace visual 
mediators ·at around fi~e years of a~. Such a conclusion is, 
of course, inconsistent with the adult studies discussed at 
.. 
.· 
















the beginning of ·this intro~uction, whi~h show quite cl~~~·ly 0 
.. the existenc e of both verbal ·and, visual' memory codes. 
'l'he pres~nt exper.iment .. was designed to examine the 
function of both verb.al an~--visual codes in serial processi.hg 
~f pi~torial ~a~er~¢ · ~Y ~i~?~eri ~f differe~t g~~r levels 
(I, III, ·and · \7) , the. problem of· primary interest b ing to 
. . . . . ' 
. . 
determine what happen~ ~o the visual code after the verbal 
code becomes available· as a mediator of retention. To achieve 
.· ,. 
,·· ~~is, · the etVailabilit:y of the verbal ·code 'wa.s manip~l~ted . 
~sing three different ~~n~s of pictorial mate.ri.a~ : fami~iar 
p~ctur~s with distinctive labels/ familiar pictu~es .'witp . 
· I t \ 
acoustically similar . labels · ,(c. f.~ Conrad's. · (1971) _.. nonhomopho~e · 
and homophone S~t·S) ·and ~nfamiliar ' •I abstraCt 11 piCtUreS With . 
~~ , . . . 
no ~pparent. lape~s. :':Items in. the. first. set h?ve both verbal 
. . ,.,.;~ ~ : . 
artd visual codes a~a1iable, those of th~ second set have both 
. . . 
codes available but with . the verbal code being less useful 
as a mediator, while in the' third· set use of the verba'l code 
should be ~inimal. 
Th~ ·. task used was serial reco~nitipn, similar ' to 
1
that 
used by . Conr~d (1971). It follows from the Paivio lnd Csapo 
. . 
· ( 1969, 1971) · findings th_at if in a sequential task on~y the 
. . 
' . 
visual code is .available to . the S, performance- should he lower · 
. . j ·• 
than for ~ich permit use of a verbal· code. Furthermore, 
wi t .h· a ··verbal ··code available ;·\erfo~an~~ shouid .be better . 
for items which have distinctive, as opposed to acoustically· 
similar, labels .(conrad, .1971). In addition~ it follows from 
child ::;tutlies of verbal ··mediation (Conrad, 1971; ·Flavell, et a~., 
· ~ 









1966; Hage~ & Kingsley, 1968; Keeney, et al., , 1967) that 
/ 
13 
' , I ' r.~o~ina~~~ on the acousticatt:9, dissimilar list shoul'd. increase • 
· ·t: wit~ increa~~ng age, as verb~l mediation beeom7-s increasingly 
ef~e~tive. .If the Use· of the visual c<;>de reri_ial.ns unaffected.' 
... 
" 
by . tlle o~set of cov'ert verbali zation ability, 'however, · we 
I 
expect .minimal differendes· across age· groups on the non..:. .· 
l 
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' Chapt~r 2 




· · T~e stimulus i terns consisted of 24 simple black and· . . 
white line ~~;i~gs. The Acousti.~ally Dissimilar (AD) l,.ist 
comprised. · piJture~ of objects ·which had dissimilar-sounding 
names (GIRL, HOUSE, FISH, CLOCK, · SPOON, BOAT, HO~SE, KITE.) • 
. . 
.. The ·first five of these' stimuli were select~ from Conrad ~s 
t. • . 
,. (i971}; nonjiomophone list, arid the rerriai'ning t .hree from . 
. . . \. . ,.. . .. . 
. . . 
children's drawing and ·~louring. books. The· ·Acoustically 
Sindl~r (AS) 11st was made lip of pi,btures whos~ l ·abels had 
. '~*-'. . . 
similar-sounding names (MAN, HAT, CAT, CAN,. CAB, CAP, FAN, 
PAN). Three of these items (MAN, HAT, CAT) came from Conrad's 
I •' 
(1971) "homophone" .list., the remainder being . chosen from a ..: 
list supplied by Baddeley (1966) . ... The Abs.tract (A) set com- . ~ -~:. 
prised visual reconstructions 9f eight randomly-selected items 
from .. the other . twp sets. · The us~ of reconstructi~ns for the 
"abstract" visual items is derived from the work of Fantz : . 
(1961). In·. his · work on pattern perception in 1nfal)ts, Fantz 
(1961) r~arranged the features of meaningful pictu~es (faces) ' 
in . a scrambled ,pattern to provide a set of control "'stimuli 
equate~ with the faces in terms of stimulus . complexity ;t 
·. . { 
p . 
Similat:lY, in ~he• pr~.st:mt study reconstructions of familiar . 
pictures, in~t.ead . of purely ·abstract forms, were use~ to match· 
' ' 
the i terns of ·the three lists .as . closely .. as possible •. The 
eight pictures chosen for list A ' wer~ GIRL,'MAN, CAN, KITE, 
,, 
CAB, ;FISH, SPOON, CLOCK . The stimulus it·etns of. all three ·lists 


















- . 15 - . --
. .. \ 
-
· The stimuli were: drawn by an arti-st • prin~'e.d on 
4 . x 4 in •. plastic~z~d cards~ • Ten ·· copies of eac~ set were 
' 
,. 
constructed in this manner. The . car~s of one of· these copies ·· 
0 0 • • 
."were ~o~~te~ in a ~andom . ~rd~r on a white pa~~l . ~or ~seas . 
,the ori_ginal recognition .set. A second pane·l •was constructed 
with th~ ~ards in a .different random. order to control for 
possible spati al position artifacts . 
. 
The actual t~st ~~ems used were five of 'th~ above 
pictu~es- randomly drawn from the respective ' sets, with the 
singie c~ns~raint·t~a~·no . one picture ~e r~~eated on each trial . 
. . . 
The size. of the test· set was determined on the basis of pildt . 
. . 
· . research conducted with Grade II and VI students ~ . 
. ' 
. 
' For pretraining purpose~, ~practice set oi ~ight 
cards bearing the first eight letters of theralphabet were 
plTepared in the ·_.s:ame way ·as the above s timul,i. . 
' 
Procedure 
Each S sat · at a 'table facing the E. In all of the · 
... 
con.di tions the e~p~rim~ntai task was preceded by ·two trials 





We are g~i~g to play ·a· lit~le game on how well 
'you can remember, wi.th some pict~ But 
before we do I first I will teac/t YO.~ how we 
..:-
will play - this game with some letters (showing 
. . . ~ 
the panel) • · See all of ·these lett~rs' _her~·? · 
~ . . . 
·. 
I wiil· show ·you s~me·, of these .letters. Look at 
















1 . ., ,. .. 'a~oud , . and. try to, remember all of them 
.t; , , • 
I • 
because after r finish showing' them to you 
"I . am going to jlide the letters and,·turn 
this over (th'e p~mel). Again without 
I 
' 
_talking, you are • going to · point to nte the 
~etters I showed.you. But you are going .to 
point. to the letter I showed you first, 
.· 
f~rst, and then to the · seco~d . one and .then 
-~ ·. 
to. ·the third flnd . so. on~ Did you · understand?' : 
Now let us try it and see how m~ny letters 
. . . 
you can· remember • 
··' 







-· l :. ~ 
- ; 
the letters by turning each card over one by one. Ab the end 
c • , , , r 
·" of. two practice trials' the s's were informed that now .they 
. . - . I - . 
. would do the same thing with. some pictures. 
' ' 
. . .. ; ........... 
Jn conditions AD: and .As, the 6r~ginal . sei was ~irst 
0 .. • • • 
pr~sented and the Ss wer~ asked to name .all the objects· • . This 
·.established . that the Ss knew the names of all of the .. pi'ctures. 
If ·any s labelled a picture with a name other than the ··given 
. . . 
0 
one, the ~ said the correct .name a~d again required ide.n.f-,. . 
:. ification of all of the pictures. In' condition A th'is phase 
I ' 
wa~ omitted and testing started immediate!~ after the practice. 
~ . ·~ 
Th~ procedure follow~d was identical to that used on · 
the pract~ce ¥rials, where theE showed five pictures, drawn -
randomly from their ·full s~ts,~one . b~ one, each be~ng pr~sented 
. . 
· for approximately ·1. 5 ~·ec. ~urinq the presentation, the panel 
.. .. . 
: bearing the recognition set of eight items was k~pt fac~ down. 
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: · After presentatien the P.~~el was turned face·.up .and the · s 
· pointed to the pictures he saw, in the oidec they were 
. - . . 
• ,I pr~sented. - During_ testLng knowledge of res~lts was not given 
but periodically the E indicated that the s· was "doing fine". 
- . - . 
,: T~ere were eight ~rials . in each condi~ion, with a 
1 differe~t random selection of five items presented on each, . 
trial. The two panets, representing different .r~ndom orders 
• • ' " ' ' ' • I ' 
' . 
of the ~icture cards, . were used alternately across trials. 
Responses were ~ecorded, in the order in which they were made 
by. the S. 
'· 
.. 
'I , After the ~~sting was over; the Ss tested under 
':. 0 ... f •• •• 
co~dition A were asked ho~ they had remembered the pictures. 
.. 
This was done in an attempt to gain information about how 
. . . 
, . 
. thes~ abstract pictures were coded • . 
. su~j~cts and Design 
'Holy 
. . . . 
\T~e Ss were l~o· children from Grades I 1 ~II, . ·ai1d V at 
~p.irit Elementary School, Manuels, Nfld • . The Grade I . 
17 . 
() ' 
. . . 
. ' 
.. , 
.J Ss r'anged i:n chrc;mological age from 6. 0 to 7. 2 · ye~rs (X .= · • 7) , 
- • 4 
the Grade III ~s were between 8 .'0 a'nd 9. 2 years. (X = 
and the Grade .J Ss between 10.0 a~~ 11..2 (X -~ i :o. 7) .: 
and females were equally represented in. each age grou . . 
Twenty Ss in each group were tested.with on~ of the 
. -
" 
three experim~nta,l lists: AD 1 AS 1 or A. · The dE\sign was f.hus. 
• • • • ~- I) 
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:_ ~hapter 3 -
~ Results 
c • 
Serial Order Recognition . ·' 
- . ~-~ 
. ~·-··-?" · . The data of p~~~~Y 'inte~est ~ere the 
--~~ .. , .. 
re6ri~1tions of: ~terns in their correct serial 
nu~er of .c~rrec_t. l 
positions. The 
.f 
percentage of correct responses as a function of .grade levels 
and c.ondi~ions are presented in Fig. 1, where eac~'point is 
. ... 
based on BOO observations (5 items x 9 trials x 20 Ss). Thes~ 
... 
I < t b Ckl.ta were analyzed Y, a 3 x 3 factorial analysis of variance 
- . . . 
with grad~ l~vels anq conditions ·as factors. 1 ·The main effects- · 
of grade and conditions were si_gnl.ficant (J?_<. 00~.-in eacb 'case)~ 
• f 
b~~ .the grade X cofd:ttion~ in:eraction was not. ·q:,<l.> .' The 
analysis of simple effects · (W~ner, 1962, pp. 236~239) j.s 
. ) 
summarized in Table lB, which shows ~hat . t~e effects of 
conditions was signific~nt ·. ~t ea~~ .grade as~as 'grades ~t 
of 1<,ondi t:ion~. · · \ · ·each level 
.. 
,Multiple comparisons among the s~ts of means for the 
three list condi t'ions at each grade leve l were c.arried ou'-
using the Scheffe technique (Fe~gusori, ·1966, pp. 296-297) .·J' ~ 
' 
. . 
The ·results are ~hown in Table 2 of Appendix B. The only 
~i~~ifi~ant -~ffere~c~ to e~er~e for ~rade ~ Ss was between · 
AD and·A pictures (E._<.OS). In Grade ·III, however, Ss 'in the ' 
. . ' AD condition performed significantly bet~er than Ss ~n ~oth 
0 • • 
. . 
AS. and A conditi<?~S (E_<. 01 in . each case), with the 'latter two 
• 0 • • • 
·.· not . differ~ng from ~ach ot~er. ~he comparisons for Grade V 
were similar to Grade I, in -that only the AD .and A 'conditions 
.... 
1Ttie · ~uminary tabl-es for this and all subsequent analys'es are 
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as a function of. grade and list conditions. 
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differed significantly- (E.~. 01)., 
i- ~ • 
\ • I ' .,. . 
The results of CC?mparisoris· _am~n~ the ' three grade . , 
-· levels for each l.l.st condition are s.ho~ in Table 3 (Ap~endi}{ 
B) • 
, . 1 
In the AD_ con~ition, .perform~nce of Grade 'I Ss wa9 
' . 
t - · • • • \ • • • " 
·-si .c;:Jnificantly below that for Gra~es IIJ: and V .(£< •. <H 
.. ~ .. . 
ca~~)· , wi~h no signific~rit difference betwee~ drade_s 
V. The same trend is ~pparent for 'the AS-condi~J~:, 
in each 
III . ana 
but here 
'the diffe:Genc~ be~w~eri Grade~ I · a~d, ·III ~alls jus~ ~hoft of· 
the . OS level. of si,gnificance·. Again, 'the perforfi!,ance o~ · 
. ' 
Grade I is inferior to Gra~e V (F_<. 01). ,The o~ly s~gnificant .· 
·' 
.· 
I , ' '\. I ' • 
difference in the A C:ondition was for · Grade I versus V (£<:. 01) ; · 1 
As predicted, perf.~_rmance was highe~t for list. AD, 
• . .. . .r followed . by list AS and A re.spectively. However, · th~ .. di~fer: 
-? 
.ence. between the .AD and ·As·conditions within each grade-level· 
wa~ n\~ lar~~ and.~as Stai:ist~c~liy . r.:.liahle : oniy for "Grade 
III~ These findings 'ar~ therefore .· not completely . i~ agree~ent 
with those'reported by Conrad •. (1~71) _, __ whobfound significant 
differences from .age 5 years · on... ·Discussion of 'pos.Sib~e ~ 
·' 
reasons 'for this discrepancy will· be presented in a later . . 
. . ' . . ' . . 
sec.tion. · · Betwe~n-gradci comparisons did demonstr~te. <the · .. : 
• . I 
expected.. tJ;"ends of increa,se in performance with in<?reasing. J -
age. Condition A, 'however, resulted in a 'si,gnt'iciant difference 
. ' 
betwe~n Grades. I and v, _ which was : contrary to prediction. · 
. , 
' 
supplementary data were gathered in- an attempt to 
· @lxplain the reason foli' the latter _difference. -It was mentioned 
earlie~ that .at the end-of the testing· session .the Ss under 
. .. 
.,.-. -
the A.' condition were ~nformally qu~stioned as- to how they 

















rell\embered the pictures.. Those Ss who rep~·ied "l don't know" 
were probed further by ~pecifically· asking if they gaye· th~ 
. . I 





:_. pict.ures names or. a·ny q:ther verbal descr.ipti.ons. Only in 
·~. 




· ~rade ·v did any of the _Ss :;tate that they. had attached·:\;er.bal ' 
r ~ • t 
~ . 
labels, such as names, ¢lescriptions, and . numbe'l:' of part~ the 
pioture had , to the picture~~ Consequently, the Ss in this 
) . 
grade could be classi~ied as ~amers {N = 7) an~ ~onnamers 
' (N = 13). Additional Grade V· Ss were run in condition A~to 
Q .. - .. • 
. . 
obtain further data rel~vant ·to the possible .influence of 
namin-g. . The data obfAined from 20\. nonr;amers a,pd 11 narners 
showed a sizeable diffe~ence ' in total mean percentage . cor~ect 
across the e ight trials for the two g:oupsl, the figures being 
• I • 41. 8% for nonnamers and 59. 8% . for name·rs. The difference was 
, ... ' ... ,., 
significant, t '(29) = 4.90, J2.<.02. 
r . - , ,, 
Thus it appears _ th~t the 
. . 
significant .increase between G·rades I . and v in · condition A 
'sho'~n in Fig . 1 is attributable, at least in part, to the· 
. . ' 




The data obtained from' nonnamers of all grade levels 
on· l~s~/ 1} reveal~d the pe-r~entage 'of correct. responses _fo·r 
Grades h , III, and v· to be 35.3%, 43.1%, and 41~8%, respect-
()' 
ively. A one-way analysis of variance, followed by Scheffe_ 
.comparisons, showed the- drfference between Grades I and III to 
• \) ; I 
be marginally significant, !(2, .57) = E_<.·0.5 (due ~ to the 
, • I. # • 
decreased -within-ceil ·variance) with Grade v·not differing 
· s'ignificantly_ from Grades I and III; Thus the results obtained 
~ ~ 
. ~ 






condition A, ·in- that di.fferences between grades become less 
. . . 
pronou~ced in the preserit cas~.' A~cordingly, the ini ti.al 
.. 
pred~ction that age dif~erences woula be minimal with non-
labelable A items recei ves some support. 
·. ... . . . . . / Order-Fr~e Recognition ~ 
.. 
The main b9dy of data was alpo scored for order-free 
recognition·, ·i.e., corr"ect recygnition of items irrespec;:tive 
o~ their output serial·position. This follows from Paivio 
. . . ., . 
an'd Csapo (1969_, .1971) , who founq ·no difference in rete!ltion 
of material which di~fered in. the availability of .verbal and 
visual codes in :a non~equential task, ana'thereby suggested 
~ . 
that the ~erbal code is effective primarily as a mediator of 
' ... I ' ' 
sequenti'al recall. Thus, eliminat~ng the . sequential'· scoring 
constraint in the present data might ~ake the effect of the 
verbal code le\s a~p.arent and . thus reduce the d~f.ference~ 
bet~een grade ~vels and conditions. The percentage of 
• 
correctly recognized items for all grades in each condition 
is presented in Fig . 2. -Comparing these data with Fig. 1 it 
can be seen that · elimination of the serial order constraint 
- . 
resulted in a marked overall increase in performance in all 
conditions~ A 3 x ~3 analy·sis of var'iarlce (Table 4A, Appendix 
. . 
B) revealed significant grade_ {p_<. 01) and conditions (J2.<. 01) 
effects with no observable Grade X con~ition interaction, 
F(4, 171) = 1.08. The analysis of simple e~fe~ts revealed · 
signitic.ant effects of both grades for conditions and· o'f 
c9nditions for grades in all except. Grade v, wher~ the con-
. · . · ~ . 
di t;.ions effect was not significant, F ·(2, 171) = 2. 46 (Table 
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Figure 2.· Mean percentage c~rrect in order-free.recognit~on , as a 
function of grade levels.and list co~ditions 
•· 
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The r~sults of · comparjso~s among ~onditions · for· 
· e~c.h · grad~ · l~vel are shown in~ Table 5 _of Append'i:x- B-. In 
. f 
Grade I, Ss i n the AD condi tiqn performed s.igni.ficantl~ 
, 
better than Ss in both AS and A conditions (both J2.<: 05) • ·. 
. ~ . . 
. l 
Comparisons · fol? Grade I .J:I were simila;- -to Grade I 1 .in th~t 
. ' 
AD condition differed significantly from AS and A conqitions . 
(both E:<. 01) • . C_ompari.soi_ls af!long' ~he th~ee grade · levels for 
. . 
each list condition'showed several· age ef~edts (Table 6). 
~ 
In the AD conditio~ ~erformance of· ~rade I ~s was signitricantly 
below that of_ Grade III (2_< . OS) . Again in both AS and A : 
conditions performa~ce of Grade I . was fnferior to Graale . V 
,, 
. (E,<. 01 in .eacp case) . 
·' 
As can be seen, elimination· of sequential -scoring did · 
.· 
not gre~tly at'fect the overall .pattern of results 1 in. tha·t 
- . 
sign~ficant differences among · grade levels and conditions wer~ . 
~till obtained ... However, the reduotion of the~e differences 1 
I • ~ 
'in an absolute sense, goe·s lend ·some ·suppor.t to the rationale · 
. 
. , , f 
po~nted 0ut that fo~ , carrying out the 1analysis . . ~-J:t should -be 
t~ inherent seque:t\tial nature ·of the ta:;;k is not eJ.imina~ed 
. . . . ' . 
by ·nonsequential·· scoring.1 and .thus it is perhaps not too,, 
.. surprising. that the !esult~ are' n~t- consistent. w'itli the .. finding~ 
reported by Paivio. and Csapo ~196?) • . 
Serial Position 'Effects 
... 
A number of studies (e.g. Jahn~~~ 1963) suggest that ·. 
imroediate'. serial recall of a~di torily-present,ed · items (l~tters · 
and digits) . produces ·a bow-s haped curve with performance 
1 
' • , ' , .. , •. • • , • I .... 
. ' 
being 
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· ·{recency) items, ·and lowes~ for midqle ite~s in , the "li~t. 
\ I 
·The shape of t~e- curve changes. w'ith yisuai. presenta.tion in 
. . . 
.t!lat the rec·ency effect is reduced and, in_ some cases, dis-
appears altogeth~r (Craik,· 1969~ Crowder &' Morton, 1969). 
~· 
.The reduct.ion .in recel).cy for visually-presenteq i teins has 
\ 
been at~ributed to a mor~ rapid loss of just-presented 
' . 
information from the visual than from the · auditory sen.sory 
~s.tore (Crowder & Morton, 1969). 
· The ·examination. of serial position effects ·in the 
present data was carried out in an atte~pt to provide. 
additional i-n.formation on verbal labelling influences in 
. .. (; . 
ordered recognition with children. First of all, se~~al 
. . 
position curves for .the first trial, free from contamination 
• .. • .. • t . . 
. . /) 
by practice. ~ffects , were plotted (Fig. 3) . . These curves are 
based on only one. d'ata point per~ at each serial _position, 
so no . ~ormal ~nalysi~ was u~dert~ken. Descriptively, all 
curves exhibit a pronounqed. primacy effect. _The facilitated 
. 
performance on list AD is restricted to intermediate and 
recen·t serial posi tfol)S for all grades,. w~ th ·a recency e -ffect 
... 
also oc?urring for list AS in Grade v alone. List A, on the 
other h.and, sh.ows · a minimal recency effect·, ·especially in 
\ 
Grade v.· These qur~es, then, indicate that children follow •1 
essentially the same pattern. as adults in the serial ·retention 
. ,. 
of · visually-present.ed items with: a high "pr.imacy and lower 
recency effects. The increased · r~cency effect observed for 
. . . · lists AD and AS I especiq.lly in Grade vI is taken to reflect 
the utilization of the verbal co.de in addition to the visual V{ ' 1\ 
., 
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~~code. . The high p-rimacy effect on list A for all· gra~e - .· 
·levels on the fir_st tr~al, where verbal labelling possibil-___  _ 
ities· are. at a minimum, supports the notibn that the visual · 
code .C!-lone can b~ utilized ,fpr retention of pictorial materia·! 
in initial, serial positions. t. 
.. . 
Serial position curves with the data averaged over 
the eight triars were also determined (Fig. 4). · These data 
were· analyzed by a 3 x 3 x 5 an:'llysiS: . <:'~ variance with c];rades, . 
conditions and serial position as_factors .. (Table 7, Appendix 
B.). /hf! mairi effe~·ts· of grade~ ·. (£<. 001') , conditions (E,< . 001)., 
an{ s 'erial posit~on (e_< .. 001) were all significant. The 
inte.raptic~m·s Of grades X serial position (e< ·:05) and COnditions 
x .ser~a~ positio~ · (£<.05) were als~ significant. . . . 1'he grade X/' 
.. 
· serial position interaction i.s plotted :in Fig. 5; which shows 
• t • 0 • 
' ' that the tliff~rences among the three grades were more pro-~ 
. . 
nounced at late~ serial positions. These data are-again 
. . 
consistent with the notion that the~ grade differences· reflect 
. 
different degrees ·of verb~l labelling. Howeve~, there is 
'\r-~ 
some hint of a ce~ling effect in the recognition of items 
presented in the first serial position ~nd this might have 
contributed artifactually to the ·significant interaction. The 
conditions X serial position interaction (Fig. 6} r eflects . 
~ . 
. . 
primarily the increasingly higher performance of Ss in the 
. . - -
. . ' 
·AD condition over the other two ~t later serial position·s. 
. . . 
Here an ·.interpretation based OI1 increased utilization of the 
verbal code is also applicable tp the recency data. Howeve·r, 
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· . chapt~r 4 
Discussion 
... 
·The main . purpose of the J?res~nt experiTQ.ent ·· wa~7 to 
.investigate. tne developmental. function of 'both verbal.' and 
·visual processes in short-term sequential· memory for pictori"~ 
materi:aL The results wiil be discussed in terms of the 
' . 
predictions m~de at the outset. First of all, the overall 
level of petfor~ance o~- the · ~hree sets of' material was ordered 
' •. 
· ~ in ·the expected manner, with- recognit·ion scores being' highest : 
' . for 'the ltD list, next highest for · list AS, and lowest for ·. 
S ' I 
list · A·. This ~rdering . was furthermore i~depehdent .of grade 
- . 
I " ., i leye'l , . ·as shown by the absence of an interaction · effe9t in 
« "" . . ·. . . 
the initial analysis of variance ' (Table lA) ·,· but the pairwise 
I . o 
comparisons among the three l"is.ts at. each graO..e \ r .evea.led 
slightly diffe~ent pattern~ of. sigR-i.ficance- (Table 2) . 
The difference petwe~n li,s ts .AD and AS did .increase 
somewhat witn increasing .age, lel)ding some · support to the · 
l) ' • • 
predicti on of an fncreased use of .verbalization ,by ·older 
0 
childr~n, but the 'differences were not «;iS great_ as reported 
. 
•' 
. by Conrad (1971). The· 'grimary . discrepflf!cy · in. t~e two sets o'f ~ 
. ~ (i ., ';j 
~indings lies ·in . the tenden~y. for performance to asymptote 
. . . 
' 
between Grades III .and V in "the· present study. The reason fQI 
· this is not colhpletely 0 clear. 
1 'ists" usea ,here w~re the same 
• • 0 • 
controlled for .differences' in 
(} 
One. p<:>ss.i,bi~ity .is that the 
•' . 
. ' 
for . e~c:h ·grade, whereas Conrad . I 
list diffi~u·l·tY.' at di.fferent 
ages. However, the e~istence · of a ceiling effect in the 

























in Grad~V were perfor~ing at less than 70 · percerit corr~ct. 
' ... . 1' 
An ·alternative interpretation is that verbalization ·strAtegies 
co . ~ • • • 
w~re· ~sed fo the same e~tent . ·.in Grade III and V. This finding · 
:::. '. 
is n~t implaus able when .we consider that o~rs was a serial · 
order recognition task, while Conrad's task did · not require 
retention of order information.. Thus', the develbp~e~tal : 
,, '. 
' . I • .· 
function for use of the verbal ·· code reported ):>y Conrad . (1971) 
• . • I • ' • • 
· v may in · fact hold only for nonsequential memory tasks · .. · The 
~ ~ ... 
function may asymptote at an earlier age when implicit . verb-. 
0 
.:) b f • 
alization is en~ouraged :by the i ·nherent. nature of the 
experim~ntal pa~adigm . . 
It was predicteq that, if the use of the visual. code 
~­remains ~naffected by· increasing"use of the verbal code, · 
.• performance on list A should be relatively . invariant across · · 
grade levels • This pr~'dictio~ was not upheld by the' initial 
. . . 
. . ~ . . 
analysis of the data; rather,\ performance on list A paral~eled 
. . ' . 
that on . list .As, . increasing' ·systematicalry between Grade I 
I ·, 
·and Grade V. · Retention'. was· nigher on list AS, p"robably . 
-~ 
because verbalization could be used with. these i t ·ems to. som~ 
0 • 
extent. However, the . e;f~ctiveness of verbalization mu~st 
here ·be considered minimal, since the difference; betwe~n list 
· AS and A was riot sj,.q.nificant at 'any gr'ade . (~ab1e . 1} • 
· The prediction c;>f minimal retention . differences 
across grade levels on list A did rec~ive some support from 
a supplementary analysis of performance on this list alone~, 
I • ' ' 
. ~ -. " 
when the data from those Ss whd report~d attachi~g v~rbal 
labels to some of :the i terns were excluded. · In this case, "the · 
























G.rade v ss were !lot di~(e_~en~ ~~om Grades i and III:; 
.. 
although the ~i:ff~ren.ce pet;~~~n t!'te latter two ~~s marginally 
s.lgnificant, .The tendency for ~rac\e V Ss ~to. ,us~ verba1izati9n , .. 
0 I ••• ' . • " I • 
even with list A items·, was illustrated . also' by . the serial . • 
. . . 
• position data (fig. 4) , the anaiy~i.s of .. }'lhich showep ir\creC::sed' ... ~ 
I , 0 , ' & 
. . ' 
recency ef.fects with increas~n<j graqe .(Fig.: 5) • .These .in-· 
t • ' 
0 
o I , • 
~rea~es ·occurred reg~~dless · Of iist type, as evidenced by 
• 0 
~ • t • • / • 
the lack of a · significant three-way interaction in·the r · 
. . . . . ( 
analysis. of v~riariGe ·. . rAga in; it;. should ~~:oted. that these 
.· . " . t • 
results may ··b.e spe~ific to the ·seria d . ~hat the saine 
inforrnati~n- . - . results may not obtain· when retenti . • .. II. 
tl .' r' I ,•' 
is ' riot required. : 
. , ~ 
The results leave li tt'!e doubt of the existence of, a 
0 • ,., 
visu.~l code for Ss . at ail grade · lev~~s used in 'the pre~ent. '·. 
I . 
study. Overal~ retention of ~he, items in list A was 




which were e~silY. la~e~able. · The us~ of a visual code is most 
• • • 0 • 
C;\pparent, .however, from the· serial position· data, especi
1
al·ly 
•• •• • ' • •• • " · : ... ' • • • • \ 0 0 • 
those from the· first trial (F~g: 3) , ~he.re any attempts tp .. 
I 
attach iabels ~to the items · o~ list A should. be ~~. an a~s~lute 
minimum. It can be seen from Fiq . ) that perform~~ ·on list 
. .. 
· · A was in genera~ just as good for 1:ne. · two la~elabl'e lists · 7·: . · 
.. 




. . . \ . , 
considered.~ It is difficult to see how these results can be 
t • ., • 
. . 
. . . 
. • . a • • 
accounted for withou~ the post u 
I> y • • 
ion of a memory· system 
• • • f • .. 
.. 
which "can encode ma~ria1 
t • (.0 • I 
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Thus . it appears that a visual STM code exists as a 
. . 
inedi'ator of retention for Ss at the three stages of development 
,I I •, -
.. 
. . 
The·acquisition and increased· utilization of 
. . . f . .studied here. 
. r 
implic'ft 
• • ... J ~-
replace the use of this 
' 
... 
code, a's other irw~stig;ator~ --.-...~ .... to imply (Conr.ad ~ '1971; 
Flavel.l, et al~ ·, ~966; Keeney, ~l: a;l., 1967). On the ~ contrary, 
. .. 
~pe visu~l code appears to persist and to be relatively . 
unaffeqted by developmenta~ changes in verbalization, as 
the ,analysiEf of the d~ta, obtc,t.ined from nonn.amers o~ly on 
lisi! A re"{ealed. These conclusions are in accord with. dat·a 
• 
. . 
.- ari~in: f0om c;tdult studies ~hich. s~gge~t th~t the two codes· 




& ~sapo~ul969; 1971; Shaffe~ ~J~hi~frin, 1972~QTversk~ 1 . 19~9~. 
·· The finding that performance is enhanced when a distinctive 
. 
•ve~Qal code is also ~vailabae is . consist~nt 'with·p~e~ious 
I ~ 
· _findin'gs_ on,·the eff-ect of verbalization (e.g •. Flavell'; et al., 
' ' ' • • • ' I ., • 
19·6·6f Keeney, · et a1., 19:67;· Hagen & Ki~gsley, 19GB). In a 
. . 
more gen.eral way, the results are also r~levant to research 
. . 
findings on· the effects qf visual imagery in .qhildren's 
'learning (Rohwer, '1970 r. . These studie's I using primar.ily ·the 
' . . . 
. pai:~;e.d-ass.ociate learning par'adi9m, · l)ave · shown that children· 
find .it easier ts> remember_ pictures th_an words; but only when 
the·. appropriate verbal labels 
. ., . 
.. . 
Thus in general it seems t~at 
> • 
are stored along w.ith the,pictures. 
. . . {. : 
two. codes are'better. t~an one,_ 
. . 
both .when the use of the, two codes is compared w~th · use of· , 
.. ) . . 
the. verb~l code {Rohwer, 1970), :or the: vispal ·code alone, as 
,..,.... . . 
. . 
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basis of a "dual .c:oding" " the~·~y o~ memory by· Paivio . (l971) . . · 
In sununary, then,, this ~tudy provided .evidence. for · · 
. . 
... . 
the presence cif a visual code for retention of visual sequential 
. : .. ,. 
informatio~ indep_en4ent of · a verbal· code, which is - acquired 
.I . 
. () 
The presenc~ of the yer~al 
. 
with the de.velopment of speech·. 
I . 
. . 
code was more apparent for Grade III than for Grade· I . ss, ·but 
0 • 
. did not .increase between G.rade ·III and Grade V, whereas 
changes in the .visual ··cod~ were less pronounced across all 
0 , / 
. -. 
three grade.levels. The· r esults suggest that both forms of 
' 
. encoding must be taken into account in developmental studies 
. 
using pictorial material.·. 
~- , J 
.. . 
··' 
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·A. ,Analysi~ of varia~ce - summ~ry table for . serial order reco<jni.tia~· 
' 
0 . 
Squares d .If. Square Source Sum of Mean F 
t'. 
> 





-117"3 •. 23 . 2 586·. 62 23.00 ' ** 
9 
A X B 59.97 ~ 4 14.99 <1 
. . . 
Within C~ll 436i·. 5 0 171 2·5. 51 
:-" - ~ .. 
Total 7081.-.8 ·179 
.. 
.. •) ' f 
.. : ~ 





·. B. ·AJ:l.alysc.is o_f , variance for ·simple main ·effects 
" 
, I 
Source Surq. of Squares. d. f. :Mean Square · F 
Simple effects· of B 
• 
' Con.di tions for- Grade I 214. 93 107.47 4 •. 21 * 
·conditions ;for Grade: TII · .645.23 
. 2 
2 322. 62 -12 . 65*" 
Conditions for Grade V 
I •' 
.186.52 7 . 31*~ 37.3. 03 
. . . 
simple effects of A 
.. ' ... ,. 
. . 
' , . 




. Grades f6r list AS 
Grades .for list A 




'• I • I 





4.64. 53 '., ;.'.2· '232.27 9.11* . ., 
. 
3~6 •. 9 2 . 184.9~. 
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Scheffe comparisons among i the· ~ean~ ' for each grade level 
~ \,. ·- .... , 
. · 






~radea I~ , • III 
' . Grade III,· V 
. Grade .v, I 
,I '• 
· Grade I 1 • I I I 
I ' Grade IIti 1 V 
Grade v, I 
Grade I', III 
Grade III, V 
Grade V, I 
-F t2 1 71) 
16.06 
. o .• 71 . 
.23·. 55 
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App·end i_x B 
:Table 4 . 
..... 
·A. ~aly~is of variance summary table 
'>( Soux:c.e' Sum of Squares d.£. 
' ... 
·A (Grade) 227.-14 ·2 
.. (/ ' . 
B . (Condition}- 193.67 2.' 
} ' : 
A X B 29.83 ' 4 
rr 
Within Cell 1180.35 171 







B. ~alysts of variance f~r . simple 
source Sum of Squares 




Conditions for Grade I 67.23 
, 
Conqi tioris. for Grade III· 122.23. 
'· 
, 
lc.ondi tions for Grade 'V . 3_4: 02 
-
' . 
~itnple ' effects 0~ A 
.. 
- ~rades for List AD 69 ~· o3•-
. . 
. 




~rades for List A . 68.7 
·'' . ' 










.. , ' 
I 
. 52 
for order-free ·. redbgni tion' 
I 
Mean-Square F · 




















2· 33;62 ' 4.87** 
• 
2 61.12 8.85** 
' 
.. 
• 2 17-.01 





,2 34.52 5.00** 
. 
2 59.62 8.64** 
" 
2 3.4. 35 IL9B'** 
- ' . 
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. . AS, A 
. . 
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.. AD, A 
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AS_, A: . . 
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0 ~ 03 -
13 . 93** ' 
0.44 
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Table 6 · 
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Scheffe· comparisons among the means ·£or ,eacn grade level 
. ' 
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Gr_ade !, III 
Grade III; v 
~Grade v, I 
Grade ·!, 'III 
Gr·ad.e III, v 
Grade v, I 
Grade I~ III 
. . 
Grade r'II, v 
Grade y, I 
·' 
,· 







3 . 71 
4.96 
17 . 25** 
.4. 70 
0.81 
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... . . 
· .
' ' 
Source Sum of Squares 
A (.Grade) 297.68. 
B . ~Condition) 2 36.00 
A X B 12,041 
Wi t h in Cel l -87 7 ~- 64 
C · (Serial positio~} 2 002 . 17 
A X c 2·3. 33 
B -x ·c 24. 41 
.. 
A X B X C· 31.18 
- ' ' . 
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d . f . Mean Square . F _ . 
.2 148~84 29 . 00** 
2 l '"' "/ i~; oo 2 3.00*~ 




' 171 .5.13. 
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4 s·oo."s4 337. 03** 
8 2 . 92 1. 96* 
8 . · 3 . QS 2. OS* · 
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